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In forensic genetics, construing signal from noise usually involves estimating an arbitrary 
analytical threshold (AT) below which all sequence data are ignored. We present a novel 
method that leverages phylogenetic analyses, to deconstruct noise stemming from nuclear 
insertions of mitochondrial DNA (Numts) in massively parallel sequence read data. Our 
bioinformatic method is capable of discovering putative Numts (pNumts) in absence of a 
reference genome, using diagnostic statistics extracted from haplotype networks. We tested the 
new method on a whole mitochondrial genome dataset (n=41 individuals from an admixed 
population sample from Rio de Janeiro) and in the process identified 451 pNumts. Evaluation of 
these pNumts haplotypes against existing Numt databases showed 147 exact matches to 
previously discovered Numts, while 122 haplotypes differed only by a single base pair. None of 
the pNumt haplotypes matched exclusively to the mitochondrial genome. In general, these 
sequences were considerably more divergent from the mitochondrial genome than from those of 
the Numt database, indicating that these pNumts are probably variants that as yet remain 
uncatalogued. In contrast to previous approaches, our method is able to detect both 
polymorphic and fixed Numt sequences. The results also indicate an enrichment for pNumts in 
the D-Loop and associated Promoters, an area of the human mitogenome that carries markers 
of forensic importance. Our novel approach has the potential to be expanded to other scenarios 
which might require construing signal from noise, including the deconvolution of mixtures, and 
thus significantly refines how ATs are designated. 
 


